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den way to a trail that followed an electrical
transmission line toward Canada . The after-
noon had settled down around us when we
reached the line . And as we turned to join
the trail, there it was . Half hidden in the
mist, its spires and cables looking like some-
thing hatched in the imagination of Jules
Verne, was a power substation - a massive
arrayof transformers, insulators, and steel
girders, surrounded by a chain link fence
and alive with a mysterious hum. Inside the
fence, the snow had fallen indiscriminately
over pylons and pathways . The gates were
closed . There were no footprints . It was
uninhabited .

It took us a while to pass it . And as we
went it seemed, in its faint hum, to be trying
to articulate something of itself to our
fogged understandings. We had not meant to
encounter its message, after all . We were
merely sliding one foot ahead of another and
thinking of little beyond the beauty of the
evergreens and the prospect of hot choco-
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its isolation . In some countries, I thought,
that installation would have been tended at
the very least by a man with a truck - and
in others by guards with machine guns . It
was, after all, a vital link in the nation's
power grid . Yet there it sat, unwatched and
probably unvisited for weeks on end . It was
not only a celebration of power . It was a
kind of monument of faith, founded on the
trust that no one would wish to bother it .

And in that way, as we left it behind, it
seemed to be telling of its own kind of patrio-
tism . It spoke, that afternoon, of a kind of
innocence and simplicity that trusted in the
willingness of its neighbors to let it do its
work undisturbed . It hummed with a re-
spect for individuality - its own, and that of
the community in which it had been placed .
And it celebrated a freedom that, in the end,
seemed far beyond flags and anthems - a
promise to work on untroubled, in a land
whose history had honored that promise .
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Being, unknowable and unreachable .
Moreover, this explanation confirmed
feelings about God I had had myself all
my life. The child in me found answers to
questions that no one had been able to ex-
plain to my satisfaction .

For instance, the opening sentence in
the first chapter of Science and Health
reads, "The prayer that reforms the sin-
ner and heals the sick is an absolute faith
that all things are possible to God,-a
spiritual understanding of Him, an un-
selfed love."' My innate spiritual sense
assured me that all things are possible to
God. I had even had healings through
prayer . But I wanted to know more about
God. That was the "spiritual understand-
ing" I needed . And I was certain God
would enable me to express "unselfed
love" if I willingly obeyed Him.
In the chapter in Science and Health

called "Genesis" I found that Christian
Science accepts the account in the first
chapter of the Bible as showing the truth
of creation, in which everything God
made is good, including man, His image .
This is a fundamental point in Christian
Science . It made sense to me because I
knew that Jesus had said, "God is a Spirit:
and they that worship him must worship
him in spirit and in truth." z
There was more, of course, much more.

I studied for hours day after day, and
the most wonderful things began to hap-
pen . Dispositions changed . Harmony
prevailed. Some physical ailments were

DAILY BIBLE VERSE

Jesus called them unto him,
and said, Suffer little
children to come unto me,
and forbid them rot: for of
such is the kingdom of God.

Luke 18:16
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